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FOREWORD

The global Covid-19 pandemic is and will continue to be the biggest disruptor of our way of life.  To put the 
extent of Covid-19 into perspective, according to the World Health Organisation statistics, in 2003 the SARS 
epidemic lasted 9 months, infected 8098 people across 26 countries, and claimed the lives of 774 people. 
The much-feared Ebola epidemic of 2014 infected 28 000 people and claimed 11 315 lives across 6 
countries.  As of 30 August 2020, the WHO global Covid-19 �gures reveal 25 million infections (265 888 new 
infections per day) with 838 924 Deaths (6 366 deaths per day).  We have experienced a global lockdown 
of business and a global economic recession.  The good news is that global infection rates are decreasing. 

What exactly is this “new normal”?  How do we navigate and manage it?  What will life look like on the
other side? 

Irrespective of industry or disaster management plans, no business has experienced a global pandemic of
this magnitude.  The reality proves to be far removed from theoretical planning.

ADRA’s focus since March 2020 has been and remains that of supporting industry in managing these 
challenging times.  Under Risk Alert Levels 5 and 4, the debt collection industry experienced an emergency 
regulation enforced hard lockdown.  In terms of the National Covid-19 Command Centre and cabinet 
approved risk adjusted plan, the debt collection industry was destined to only reopen in Alert Level 1, 
together with high risk activities such as international travel.  Due to an extraordinary e�ort by ADRA, the 
debt collection industry was elevated to open in Alert Level 3 on 1 June 2020.  We wish to thank the 134 
debt collection companies who participated in an ADRA survey in support of this cause. Your participation 
contributed to avert the real risk of failure of our industry. 

ADRA congratulates the debt collection industry for the responsible way they have accepted this new 
business environment. 

“Crisis forces communality of purpose on one another”
- Michelle Dean

Marius Jonker
CEO: ADRA



Unlike with most other industries, ADRA and the Council for Debt Collectors received no complaints of 
industry non-compliance with emergency regulations nor members not serving consumers with the 
required empathy and responsibility the current circumstances dictate.  The debt collection industry’s 
response to the changing business environment has been exemplary. 

On a more personal note, the sel�ess manner in which some member companies and individuals stepped 
to the fore in o�ering their assistance to fellow members, has been awe-inspiring. 

In adapting to the new normal, the ADRA o�ce successfully converted to a work-from-home model with 
only negligible disruption. 

Do not forget about other risks.  Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, we all experienced challenges and we can 
not lose traction in meeting those challenges.  The no new EDO (AEDO and NAEO) date was postponed 
from 31 April 2020 to 31 April 2021.  Covid-19 has given new impetus to the industry’s ability to 
successfully generate and amend payment transactions in a non-face-to-face business environment.  The 
expansion of 4G and the long-awaited arrival of 5G telco networks places the already de�cient USSD 
real-time in-call non-face-to-face DebiCheck solution (TT1(a) under further pressure.  ADRA is working 
with relevant service providers, the PSSF, banks, and PASA in exploring alternative solutions.  Members are 
encouraged to continue their adoption of DebiCheck and “Registered Mandate Service” (“RMS”) as an 
interim safety net.

The e�ective date for the implementation of the Protection of Personal Information Act (“POPIA”) was 
�nally announced and members have until 30 June 2021 to become compliant.  On this front, Covid-19 
introduces additional complexity as data protection measures are extended to the remote work from 
home (“WFH”) environment.

ADRA will provide practical assistance to members to become POPIA compliant.  In cooperation with 
subject matter experts, ADRA is developing a  POPIA implementation plan to assist members in becoming 
compliant.  Virtual workshops will be hosted on each phase of the implementation plan.

Although physical conferences with limited attendance are allowed under the current Covid-19 alert Level 
3, ADRA resolved to not host any physical member meetings during 2020.  All member engagements will 
be by way of virtual conferencing, and members are encouraged to keep an eye out for invitations to 
these meetings.

The ADRA o�ce’s main takeout from extensive engagement with individual members and member 
workshops is that; all members experience the same challenges and insecurities, and �nd a great deal of 
relief and, encouragement from sharing experiences, and learnings with co-members.  This holds true not 
only for Covid-19 related challenges but for all challenges.  To further facilitate ADRA’s communication with 
members and member communication inter se, ADRA will be launching an extensive secured 
communication platform.  Members are encouraged to actively participate in the various secured and 
discipline-speci�c chat rooms and numerous other functionalities provided.  Detail hereof will be provided 
in a separate publication.

As evident from this publication, ADRA appointed a dedicated and vibrant communications o�cer.  We are 
pleased to welcome Ms. Nomia Machebe to the team.  Her more detailed introduction appears elsewhere 
in this publication.

Together we can overcome all.  Stay safe and play your part.



I was born and raised in Limpopo.  Recently, I relocated from 
Cape Town to Johannesburg with my 16-year-old daughter, 
Chichi (short for Chiedza, which is a Shona word for Light).  Before 
that, I lived in the United Kingdom for just over seven years 
where I pursued my studies in communications.  I have a Master’s 
degree in Public Communications & PR from the University of 
Westminster in London.  I also have a postgraduate diploma in 
Leadership from the University of Stellenbosch Business School.

In the United Kingdom, I worked for a few companies in Dundee 
and in London.  I also spent a year teaching communications and 
media studies at South East Essex College.  After realising that I 
could not stay away from the sunny African bush and its wildlife, 
I decided to return to South Africa where I got to serve in senior 
roles of prominent brands such as Old Mutual Limited (OML) and 
the Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA). 

MEET ADRA’S 
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

“What I aim to achieve in my current role is to shift the way 
in which the debt collection industry is perceived, 

especially by consumers.”

- Nomia Machebe

I am very excited to be part of the ADRA family.  What I aim to achieve in my current role is to shift the 
way in which the debt collection industry is perceived, especially by consumers.  I am a �rm believer in 
the power of �nancial education. I truly believe that once consumers grasp a few basics in 
�nancial education, they become �nancially empowered.  My late dad often taught me that �nancial 
empowerment is not necessarily about having a lot of money, but about making appropriate �nancial 
decisions. 

I think the debt collection industry is doing a lot of good to the South African economy, and I want to be 
part of this signi�cant contribution.  This is one of the reasons I joined ADRA.

 I also want to enhance ADRA’s relationships with its key stakeholders.  I am a 
  relationship-driven person who always strives to build healthy and sustainable 
    relationships. 

       I am a health-conscious person and an avid traveler.  I thoroughly enjoy interior
       decoration, reading, cooking, wildlife, and making smoothies.  I take pleasure 
     in long weekend drives to my birth province to spend time with my 
                                                           73-year-old mom.  Whenever I am in Limpopo, I hardly miss an opportunity 
             to pay a visit to the Kruger National Park.  However, this is something I have  
             not done in a few months due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

                 The ADRA board welcomes Nomia to the team.

Nomia Machebe 



FOR DEBT COLLECTORS
A MESSAGE FROM THE COUNCIL 

South Africa has entered an unprecedented period of uncertainty
and hardship. The Coronavirus has already and will for the
foreseeable future create a myriad of challenges and hardships.  The
e�ects will probably be long-term and will severely impact virtually
every sector of the economy.  There have already been signi�cant
job losses and pay cuts, yet we have not seen the long-term e�ects
on the employment sector.

Credit providers and the Government have taken extraordinary
measures to alleviate the immediate �nancial challenges that South
Africans face.  However, it is unlikely that these measures will be able
to accommodate all those who require assistance.

The debt collection industry stands in the centre of the hardships
that consumers are facing and will continue to face for the
foreseeable future.  On the one hand, there are credit providers who
urgently need consumers to pay their debts to ensure �nancial 
survival for them and their employees, whilst on the other hand, 
some consumers �nd themselves unable to meet all their �nancial 
obligations due to their changed �nancial circumstances. 

As payment holidays comes to an end, and obligations on emergency loans become due and payable, the
burden on consumers is destined to increase. Our industry sits in the middle and, must balance 
these con�icting interests.

In considering these challenges, the Council examined the possible assistance that it could provide to 
registered debt collectors.  During the start of the lockdown in March 2020, a decision was taken to allow 
debt collectors to pay o� their registration and annual fees in order to assist with cash �ow problems.

It was soon apparent that a more aggressive approach had to be considered to assist struggling debt 
collectors and their employees.  With this in mind, the Council took a decision to make use of its reserves by 
providing registered debt collectors with a 50% reduction in annual fees up to the end of the year.  In e�ect, 
this means that a debt collector will pay half of his fees and the Council will subsidise the other half.  The 
relief is granted in this manner as the Council cannot write o� fees as the payment of fees is a statutory 
requirement.  After the necessary software modi�cations were made, this relief measure was implemented 
on 1 June 2020 and will be available to registered debt collectors until 1 December 2020.

The development and implementation of our IT system continued during the lockdown period, and we 
are hopeful that this system will be ready to go live on 1 October 2020.  This system will simplify the 
registration and renewal procedure as well as place the management of employees directly into the hands 
of employers.
  

Adv Andries Cornelius
CEO: Council for Debt Collectors

“Business as usual no longer exists.”
Adv Andries Cornelius



This will also enable the Council to easily communicate with all registered debt collectors directly from the 
system.  To implement and maximise these bene�ts, debt collectors will be requested to con�rm / provide 
their details during the month of September 2020.

The lockdown period has resulted in a much closer working relationship between the Council and the 
leadership of ADRA.  This was necessary to make sure that a balanced approach to the needs of the 
industry on the one hand, and the protection of distressed consumers on the other is e�ectively 
maintained.

Business as usual no longer exists. 

Although there may have been some disruptions, the Council has been able to remain fully operational 
even though all operations initially continued from home.   Most of the sta� has since returned to o�ce 
and remain available to both debt collectors and consumers.  There has been no signi�cant increase in 
complaints received even though the legal department remained fully operational during the lockdown 
period to date.

On a personal note, I am grateful to all debt collectors who heeded the call to understand and have 
empathy with a�ected consumers.  From the amount and nature of complaints received it is apparent that 
the industry has acted responsibly and fairly.  Industry is encouraged to continue to do so. 

As an industry, we now have the opportunity to change the negative perceptions often raised against debt 
collectors.  We call on the debt collection industry to continue to act in this responsible manner.



https://smartz-solutions.com


REMOTE WORKING

Remote working is not easy. However, with solid planning, 
determination, and e�ective technology, a productive remote-work 
strategy can really pay o�.  

As the coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic continues to spread without an 
end in sight, more and more businesses are starting to implement 
remote-work strategies.

However, there is an endless supply of poor information, incorrect 
suggestions, invalid pointers, and even a misrepresentation of apparent 
advantages and/or disadvantages. All of this is simply too 
overwhelming. 

Sadly, the availability of honest and credible case-studies and proven research are in short supply.  Working 
from home and remote-work strategies are not a new phenomenon.  They have been viewed in many 
cases as being bene�cial sta� retention strategies, which continue to evade and even tempt management.  
Only recently have these practices become compulsory in the “new normal” way of doing 
business post Covid-19.  

The problem we have is that we lack any long term empirical evidence of the e�ectiveness of 
remote-working and most of us have never felt it necessary to push our business resources beyond their 
current limits; to disconnect our management and sta�, and to push our �nances to the limit.  We were 
simply not given any warning, nor a fair chance to even attempt to plan for such drastic workplace 
changes.  This was dumped upon us overnight from a dizzying height.  We have no choice – either we swim 
or drown.

As remote working can in fact present a win-win situation for both employers and employees, what exactly 
are the lessons that will help us succeed and adopt  a winning work-from-home strategy into the future, as 
we mitigate the well-known downside of isolation and limited career progression, and embrace the many 
positives aspects of remote working.  

Most of our journeys from the deep to the shallow side of the lake will often be riddled with annoying 
challenges, such as power supply interruption and weak mobile data coverage.  However, there are a 
number of solid practical tips and advice we can share with our colleagues. 

Five practical tips to assist with a remote-work strategy:

1. Quality of service
Quality refers to an all-encompassing approach to the remote strategy: it is inherent throughout the remote 
processes and is found in the following areas of our operations:
- Computer hardware.
- Network and associated securities.
- Communications platform.
- Reporting and measurements must be enhanced – we are interacting less, so the quality of information 
   must be improved.
- Intelligent management becomes key – we are making decisions based on facts and reported outcomes.

“Take a leap of faith into the deep-end and 
start swimming”

Lior Woznica
CEO: VVM

         Lior Woznica



2. Stabilisation
- Stay close to the action; identify trends and problems and be pro-active; do not be afraid to make 
   changes. 
- Engage with the various remote teams and management; listen to sta� concerns and problems – we 
   are operating in a di�erent world, so listening and guiding are the new order.
- This is a perfect time to simplify and re-organise processes. In order to succeed, focus on what is 
   worthwhile to address. 
- Key reporting must be accurate and useful; visualisation and real-time reports are vital – you do not 
   need reams of reports, you simply need smart reports.

3. Managing Remote sta�
- You cannot make everyone happy – learn that right now.
- It is business as usual and we start our day like any other day – just in a di�erent setting, but with the 
  exact same expectations and challenges.
- You simply cannot continue addressing the same problems – day in and day out – it reaches a point
   that if something is not working, then it ought to be changed.  The same goes with people.
- The stats do not lie.
- Remain engaged with your sta� and listen to them.  They are more afraid than you are, so show 
  leadership by guiding and motivating them, and by making your objectives clear and aligning 
   everyone with these objectives.
- Make use of surveys and e-learning tools.  This is a good time to do quality assurance – you will learn 
   many new things, and these will improve your business.

4. Network and data security
- Up to date anti-virus and network tools are imperative.
- Audit-trails that are easily accessed and associated reports.
- Sta� awareness.
- Zero tolerance policies for transgressions.
- Network surveillance tools.
- Clearly de�ned shift patterns.
- Locking down of personal computers.
- Remote-working policies.
- Clear policies for sta� transgressions.

5. Ongoing engagement with sta� and management
- You can stay in touch.
- Make a proper e�ort.
- Avoid being trapped in the “out of sight out of mind” scenario.

We will all need to keep swimming against an unknown current.  Every organisation has its own unique 
style of swimming which will work for that particular organisation.

It is crucial that we all jump in at the deep end to ensure our businesses survive, remain competitive and 
thrive. 

It is also crucial that we all acquire and perfect remote working capabilities and, whether or not we use 
them immediately, they will still remain useful skills to have in a very uncertain future business world.





WE CAN BEAT BACK FINANCIAL HARDSHIPS
AN INSIDER’S VIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTED MEASURES ASSISTING ORDINARY PEOPLE TO WEATHER 
THE COVID-19 STORM

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER

We are all aware of the Covid-19 crisis and the crushing blow it has 
dealt economies all over the world, and South Africa has not 
escaped the e�ects.  With the government announcing stimulus 
packages, credit providers o�ering “payment holidays” and deep 
cuts in interest rates we are left asking “Is this all enough?”

While it is still too early to tell how the �nancial crisis will play out, 
we at Consumer Pro�le Bureau (CPB) can see that credit 
providers continue to reach out to their clients, o�ering 
unprecedented levels of �nancial relief.

Historically the number of payment holidays across all industries 
has been in the region of 100 000.  In the �rst month after 
lockdown, this increased to 1.5 million, rose again in May to over 
2 million, and is now starting to show a decline. 

Banks and retailers are at the forefront of assisting consumers, with retailers, in general, having o�ered 
payment holidays almost immediately, and banks joining them in the weeks ahead.  Retailers and banks 
make up the majority of consumer accounts.  We see signs that the payment holiday from retailers appeared 
�rst, and are now declining, while longer-term credit products held by banks are increasing.

Alain Craven
CIO: CPB
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Consumers have sought relief for all manner of account types.  While the initial surge was in retail 
accounts, this has changed over time as longer term, more stable, account types have seen surges.

Focusing only on the largest account types (retail, vehicle �nance, home loans, and credit cards) we can 
see how each industry is handling the crisis and the patterns of debt relief that consumers are seeking.

For retail accounts, the spike was early, and short-lived, with a decrease seen in the months that 
followed the start of lockdown.

Vehicle accounts saw a slower uptake, but the uptake is continuing - sharply.  Vehicle �nance is 
traditionally a sign of job stability, higher income and could be a leading indicator in future �nancial 
challenges for this economic sector.

Home loans, much like vehicle �nance, also saw a slower start, and the trend is also continuing, 
although signs that it may have reached a peak is starting to show in the data.
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The last of the segments, credit cards, again continues the pattern we see in vehicle �nance and home 
loans.

While, undoubtedly, the extension of payment relief have had a positive impact on consumers, it has 
not been su�cient to stem the tide.  We can see a sharp uptick in the average months in arrears across 
all accounts submitted to us.

However, amongst consumers who have successfully negotiated payment holidays, the average is 
slightly lower (3.65 months vs 2.65).
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“It is during our darkest moments that we must 
focus to see the light” 
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Payment relief has assisted consumers in these unusual and challenging times, embracing our shared 
spirit of ubuntu. 

Shoulder to shoulder we can, and must, weather this storm.



The whole ordeal started when my husband Ryan Ko�,  who is 
a sinusitis su�erer, noticed what he thought was the “usual” 
sinus symptoms: nasal congestion, itchy eyes, and headaches. 
Upon noticing that the symptoms were persisting, Ryan 
decided to take some Paracetamol hoping it would all go 
away.  The symptoms however did not subside and that is 
when he decided to consult a medical practitioner who 
suggested that he goes for a Covid-19 test.

It was during that time when they were waiting for Ryan’s 
results that I noticed that I was experiencing a mild itchy 
throat. Initially, I didn’t take it seriously.  Although the itchy 
throat was concerning me a bit, I was not experiencing any 
other worrying symptoms. 

I could still perform my daily tasks such as cooking, cleaning the house and looking after my family, 
with ease.  However, as the itching became worse, my concern grew stronger.  Within a few days, Ryan’s 
results came back and indeed con�rmed that he had tested positive for Covid-19.

There were no two ways about it.  Myself, Ryan and our three lovely daughters immediately followed 
doctor’s orders to get some much-needed rest and self-isolate for 14 days.  Even though our children 
had to follow strict isolation rules, they did not have to be tested for the virus. 

Shortly after �nding out that I had also tested positive for coronavirus, I started experiencing other 
symptoms such as body aches and pains.  Fatigue started to set in, and my body felt very cold.  At this 
point, my whole body was cold to the bone.

I wouldn’t have survived this ordeal without God.  My faith in God kept me positive and calm, I knew He 
had my back.  My Discovery App was also very useful because I could stay in touch with my GP who was 
readily available to address any of my queries and concerns.  I also made sure to rely on medical facts 
rather than ungrounded opinions on coronavirus.

Needless to say, I came out strong and managed to re�ect on the gift and beauty of life.  I now realise 
that life and health aren’t things to be taken for granted.  Life and family are the two most 
important things that should be valued all the time.

I do not yet feel 100% strong.  Health recovery is a journey that requires patience and self-care.  I advise 
everyone to take a daily immune booster, stay active, and eat healthily, especially during 
this pandemic.

COVID-19 EXPERIENCE
ZIVIA KOFF’S

“At this point, my whole body became cold to the bone.”

Nomia Machebe

Zivia Ko�
Specialised Process 

Manager: Nimble Group



Since the pandemic hit the world, I have noticed that people live in fear of contracting the virus. 
Ironically, now that I’ve personally conquered the virus, I feel relieved and at ease.  I think that I used to 
stress a lot and spent a lot of time afraid of catching it, before I contracted coronavirus.

As much as I encourage everyone to take all the necessary precautions such as wearing a mask, 
washing hands, observing social distance when in public, and use a hand sanitiser, I believe that the 
real test comes once one has tested positive.  If you, unfortunately, happen to test positive for Covid-19, 
please make sure you stay mentally positive. Also, make sure you use factual and informative 
information that is empowering rather than bombard yourself with negative stories that instill fear.

 Zivia and her family

CORONAVIRUS PREVENTION

WEAR A MASKUSE A HAND SANITISER KEEP A SAFE DISTANCE



Telecommuting, also referred to as work from home (WFH), 
mobile work, or remote work is a concept that has been 
around since the 1970s, with strong adoption only taking 
place in the 21st century as a result of enhancements in 
telecommuting technology. 

The global Covid-19 crisis forced companies across the globe 
to adopt work from home strategies to comply with the social 
distancing regulations enforced by governments to prevent 
the spread of the pandemic.

WFH Pros and Cons
Telecommuting does have its bene�ts, which include reduced commutes for employees, fewer 
resources and less energy used for o�ce space, a better work-life balance, less money spent on 
high-priced real estate and the ability to hire employees who worked far from the o�ce not to mention 
the ability to operate in a crisis environment under government lockdown.

On the downside, one has to deal with new challenges.  These challenges include employees feeling 
marginalised, potentially reduced workforce morale, less human interaction, lack of bonding between 
workers, managing employees remotely, crowded and informal living (and now working) arrangements, 
load shedding, lack of formal internet connectivity and high mobile data costs.

Notwithstanding all these variables, WFH is here to stay.  Irrespective of the current pandemic, Facebook 
predicts that up to half of its workers will be remote by 2025 as part of a hybrid working strategy. 
Irrespective of Covid-19 and future pandemics, WFH has become an attractive option.

What are the fundamentals of developing a WFH strategy?
Pre-Covid-19 strategies focused on a phased-in approach over a period of time with the detailed proof of 
concepts and historical learning to guide the process.  Overnight Covid-19 forced the development and 
operational implementation of WFH strategies upon us.  But, if you get the fundamentals right, this “new 
normal” is not overwhelming. 

From a more technical and information technology perspective, there are several points for 
consideration, including; your existing business systems and software solutions; IT infrastructure; 
employee hardware and devices; o�ce and employee home connectivity; collaboration tools; various 
security considerations; maintenance and support of remote equipment and �nally; the cost of 
implementation and support and the operational and �nancial sustainability of such a business model.

Your existing business system and software solutions will be the starting point to determine how you will 
be implementing your WFH solution.  It is your primary system where all comes together and which your 
remote employees require to access to perform their day-to-day activities. 

TELECOMMUTING

Emile Engelbrecht
IT Director: Ver-tex Solutions

Emile Engelbrecht



In this regard, consider the following:

-  Are you making use of a web based or a desktop solution? 
- Is the system currently accessible over the internet or only available to be accessed on your local 
    network?
-  Is the system being hosted in the cloud (datacentre) or locally on your own infrastructure onsite?
- Do you have access to 3rd party integrations and services like a credit bureau, CDV’s, AVS (Bank 
    account veri�cation services), SMS and payment gateways for Debi Check, AEDOs, and NAEDOs?
-  What is your current Telephony con�guration? 
 o  VOIP (Voice over IP) vs Traditional Analog telephony Server?
 o  Inbound vs Outbound call routing?
 o  Do you require voice recordings?  
-  Who requires access to what functionality and when?
- What is your current hardware infrastructure, desktop computers vs notebooks vs tables and 
    smartphones?

Getting answers to the above questions is a starting point and will determine what available 
telecommuting solutions and technologies will provide you with an optimal short-term and/or 
long-term solution. 

Solutions
Telecommuting solutions consist of hardware and devices for your employees, o�ce and employee 
connectivity, collaboration tools, various security considerations, monitoring, maintenance, and 
support tools.

There are various hardware and device options available in the marketplace ranging from entry-level 
cost-e�ective Small Form Factor Mini PC, like the Intel NUC’s and Raspberry Pi’s, to top of the range 
tablets and notebooks.  If within required technical speci�cations, use can be made of sta�’s existing 
infrastructure and equipment at home.  Determining the correct devices should be based on the 
requirements of each department or employee, depending on the functionality required.  It is 
important to note that the devices used directly correlates with employee e�ciencies.

Connectivity remains one of the bigger challenges due to the high cost of data and connectivity 
options available in South Africa.  There are 4 available options: 

- Fixed-line solutions consisting of Fibre, ADSL �xed Wireless. Normally better priced and uncapped   
   or soft caped solutions are available but limited to physical locations.  Installation times and service 
   provider contracts in the norm restrict it to a long-term solution.  Contract terms are normally 12 to 
   24-months.  
- Public mobile data over 3G, 4G, and LTE with 5G on the horizon.  Generally, more expensive per 
   gigabyte of data, but is usable depending on service provider coverage areas.  Contract and Pay as You 
   Go options are also available.  The big disadvantage is that the employee has open internet and they 
   don’t necessarily use it for business-related purposes.
- Managed APN (Access Point Network) solutions over mobile data. Managed solutions where 
   can only access your business and related system over the internet, and you are in control of the data 
   usage and open-end points.  Month-to-month and �xed-term contracts are available.
- Employees are responsible for providing their own connectivity over one of the above channels. 

A solid collaboration platform for your business and employees to collaborate on a centralized secure 
platform via instant messages, voice notes, documents, and content sharing with video conference 
abilities is important to ensure e�ective daily communication.  The �rst point of failure for a WFH model 
is a failure in communication. 



There are several commercial and open-source solutions available to enable e�cient collaboration. 
Examples of these are Clever Communicate, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Skype, and Asana, just to name a 
few. 

End-to-end security is critical for the integrity and reputation, regulatory compliance, and ultimately 
the stability of your business.

Security spans over all the components, ranging from anti-virus and malware software to �rewalls, VPN 
(Virtual Private Network) servers, active directories, SBC’s (Session boarder controllers), and intrusion 
detection and monitoring software.  Depending on the WFH solution being implemented, some or all
of the above will be required to ensure your environment is as safe as possible against the 
ever-changing thread of attacks from viruses, malware, and hackers. 

There is no one-size-�ts-all “o� the shelf” solution available. Consider making use of several available 
trail and tested solutions to �nd the best �t for your business within your budget, needs, and 
constraints.

“Great communication begins with connection.”

- Oprah Winfrey
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Before the Covid-19 pandemic, most South African companies were already struggling with a sluggish 
economy, rating downgrades and declining revenues.  Our unemployment rate was at an unbelievable 
29%.  Gross Domestic Product fell by a signi�cant 16%, a number which dwarfs the 6,1% slowdown during 
the Global Financial crisis of 2008/2009.  Amidst this, the fears of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
accelerating a change in the labour market seem distant.

Government’s focus in the immediate term is on how to save jobs in sectors that have been decimated by 
Covid-19.  “We must save lives and livelihoods,” South African President, Cyril Ramaphosa said in an 
address to the nation.

Although nobody went unscathed, sectors most a�ected by Covid-19 are primarily airlines and 
transportation, hospitality including restaurants and bars, tourism, retail, and the professional sector. 
Overlay this with the inability of some businesses (small, medium, and large) to survive a devastating 
lockdown period notwithstanding the many support packages available.  The reality that most 
households and businesses are one month’s revenue or salary away from bankruptcy, has become 
a reality.

South Africa is rated as one of the world's most unequal countries.  President Cyril Ramaphosa has made 
it clear in his addresses to the nation that his response to the pandemic aims to build a more equitable 
country.

Despite all of the abovementioned, South Africa still has windows of opportunity that were starting to 
open before Covid-19.  In addition, a few more are emerging as a result of our response to the virus.

Pre-Covid-19, government initiatives to assist some sectors of the economy to bring about growth 
include special economic zones (Automotive sector in Durban and other parts of the country), as well as 
incentives o�ered to various sectors for creating employment.  This is particularly attractive in the Global 
Business Services sector, as it supports small emerging businesses.  But in the post Covid-19 environment, 
more will have to be done.

In his February 2020 State of the Nation address, President Ramaphosa 
announced a Presidential Youth Employment Intervention, which is a 
strategic national vision and plan that sets out priority actions to 
address youth unemployment.  In conjunction with this, there will 
be a formation of a national pathway management network that 
will match candidates to opportunities, thereby allowing the youth 
access to opportunities not previously available to them.

The establishment of the Presidential Youth Service program aims to 
allow the youth to participate in social and other community-based 
projects.  Its intention is to scale impact and pathway the youth into 
employment.  A large sum of money – nearly one percent of the 
national budget - has been set aside to assist with this imperative.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Tracey Swart

Tracey Swart 
Regional Executive: Harambee Youth 

Employment Accelerator



Following the State of the National address, several large-scale infrastructure projects have been 
announced by Government.  These projects are mainly focussed on water, energy (including green 
energy), transport, human settlements, digital and agri-processing. In recessionary times, this is a 
powerful �scal tool and likely to be a creator of temporary and permanent employment.  One of the more 
signi�cant projects is in the digital arena, where infrastructure investment will provide peri-urban and, 
more rural communities, access to broadband �bre connections. Access to broadband can 
fundamentally change the outlook for both communities and job seekers, as data access is a basic 
requirement of a job search.  In addition, employment will be created closer to where communities are 
living reducing the cost of transport.

Whilst the legacies of our history are found more acutely in the education sector, opportunities to start to 
train for the future are seen in the recent announcement of the �nalisation of the robotics and coding 
curriculum for SA Schools (Grades R – 9).  Partnerships with the private sector (such as the Ford Motor 
Corporation) to work with the Department of Basic Education in developing the technical skills required 
for some of the growth sectors in South Africa, is a promising development.   The development of this new 
curriculum is part of the strategic implementation of learning the required skills and competencies for a 
changing world.  

Although the technical skills required for the Fourth Industrial Revolution remain mostly in the digital 
domain of arti�cial intelligence (AI), big data, developers, cloud computing and analytics; more globally 
successful companies such as Apple, Google and Microsoft are now, not recruiting based on skill only, but 
also on levels of capability and curiosity.  Their recruitment process focuses on �nding someone who has 
a hungry mind and embraces a culture of continuous learning rather than just having the ability to learn. 
In future, learning will be life-long rather than a single quali�cation acquired after school.  For employers, 
whose employment processes are based on these traits, the impact on Return on Investment is 
more signi�cant.  

Whilst robotics and AI will replace many jobs, candidates who can perform jobs that machines cannot are 
going to become more valuable.  This highlights the growing importance of soft skills which are not 
possible to develop in machines. Employers are looking for high levels of EQ (emotional quotient), 
resilience, empathy and, integrity.  These attributes are already starting to be highly valued.

Jobs that create experiences are also likely to be under less threat, so the co�ee barista is likely to be less 
impacted than the cashier.  An important point to consider is that it is not likely that the less skilled jobs 
disappear �rst or faster.  Jobs that maintain some social interaction and have less repetitive or process 
orientated behaviour may outlast those that are more prede�ned.

Whilst the above may be the way of the future, real opportunities in South Africa are already on o�er in 
the digital environment.  During the lockdown, Amazon announced that 3 000 new roles will be created 
to support a number of their business imperatives with the primary requirement being to provide English 
based customer support services.  Additional roles are available in which skill requirements range from 
high-end technical skills to infrastructure architecture, research, and human resources. The 
above-mentioned roles will all take on the work-from-home (WFH) approach.

South Africa is also leveraging the rapid response to the pandemic in the switch to a work-from-home 
capability and creating safe working space – particularly in the Global Business Services arena.  The 
private sector worked closely with their industry association and government departments to ensure that 
contact centre essential services still operated through the lockdown period.  This has not gone 
unnoticed by the international market and opportunities to migrate business from other geographies to 
South Africa are starting to emerge. 



In order to leverage some of these opportunities, both technical and soft skills will be required. Work from 
home or remote work, as an example, is attractive to international audiences.  It provides access to an 
increased level of skill and talent by not focussing on one geography, reduces cost, and provides a natural 
disaster recovery ability.  For the employee, it comes with skills not necessarily learned in the o�ce 
environment with the requirement to be more �exible, self-managed, measured on outcomes, and a 
need for increased communication capabilities.  For some, these skills will come easily, for others it is more 
di�cult and for new entrants to the marketplace, some additional support and assistance may be 
necessary to ensure performance ultimately achieves the level sought. 

As we migrate to more digitally driven channels of communication, English is not only going to be spoken 
more widely, but the use of the language in written form will increase.  Popular social media platforms 
such as chat, email, WhatsApp, and other social media platforms will be key.  This will require employees 
to be skilled in more than just verbal conversation.   

These skills will allow individuals to get out of the starting blocks, run the race and remain relevant in the 
new work environment.  Skills such as problem-solving (with higher complexity), critical thinking, and 
creativity are going to be highly sought after.  Organisations will need to create a culture of continual 
learning, sta� must be able to challenge the status quo and still be safe, adopt new technologies quickly, 
and be �exible to both opportunities and solutions.  Leadership will have to go through an evolution to 
ensure that their teams are empowered and engaged.  This is most likely to occur when leadership has a 
solid understanding of their industry’s internal and external landscape and guides the company and 
resources based on ethical choices and responsibilities.

One thing is for sure, in order for us to move forward as 
individuals, organisations and a country,

things will have to change.



GAINING MOMENTUM TOWARDS 
TRANSITION AND IMPLEMENTATION

DEBICHECK

Following the announcement of a national state of disaster and 
lockdown in South Africa due to the global Covid-19 pandemic, 
the SARB issued the second amendment to Directive 1 of 2017 on 
21 April 2020. Key aspects to the Directive include:

-  

-  
- 
- 
- 
-

During the four and a half months since the announcement of lockdown and the risk-adjusted Covid-19 
response strategy, businesses and consumers, as a priority, had to adjust to the new normal.  In the 
payments industry, the importance of electronic and digital payments solutions became evident in keeping 
the wheels of business and trade in motion.

Industry implementation plan
Although this time of adjustment to the new normal required focus and absorbed signi�cant levels of 
energy, work and progress with DebiCheck continued and gained momentum.  The focus is shifting to 
maturing and adoption.  A key aspect to industry during this time was the �nalisation and submission of the 
implementation plan for approval by the SARB.  At the same time, e�orts to increase stability of the new 
stream, development of the Registered Mandate Service (RMS) as transitional mechanism as well as 
enhancements continued without delay. 

The envisaged implementation plan is a combination of dates per SARB Directive as well as gates with 
associated milestones to be achieved.   The plan has been submitted to the SARB for approval.   The �rst gate 
revolves around the availability of RMS as transition mechanism.  Industry is excited that RMS received 
approval by the AC Steerco on 9 September 2020 to proceed.  This gate is prior to the “no new” AEDO and 
NAEDO date of 1 May 2021 and pivotal as transition mechanism.  The compilation of the plan was 
coordinated by PASA and includes input from non-bank industries, including ADRA, that are actively 
contributing to the process through the PSSF. 

Registered Mandate Service as key transition mechanism
The signi�cance of RMS is that it allows for a transition capability as the DebiCheck payments stream 
matures.  Although outside of the Directive, this position is acknowledged by the SARB. RMS enables 
DebiCheck payment instructions to be processed on the back of a DebiCheck mandate that had been 
initiated but where no response was received from the account holder.  This mechanism is a stronger 
alternative to NAEDO, given that the critical mandate elements are registered at the paying bank (bank of 
the account holder) and that the creditor (business) is known and vetted by the sponsoring bank (bank of 
the business) as well as PASA. 

Pieter Swanepoel
MD: Real Pay

Pieter Swanepoel

No new origination of AEDO and NAEDO agreements to be processed from 1 May 2021 to 31 October 
2021.
Sunset date for AEDO and NAEDO – 31 October 2021.
Existing AEDO and NAEDO contracts to be migrated prior to the sunset date.
Prior to the sunset date, AC/DebiCheck and AEDO payment instructions to be given processing priority 
over NAEDO in the early processing window, and
PASA, backed by industry, to develop an implementation plan supported by milestones and dates to 
achieve compliance with the Directive. 



Although the mandate was not authenticated by the consumer, the transaction can be processed but 
remains disputable and reversable.  However, this mechanism allows for transition as industry moves 
through and beyond the milestone dates set by the SARB.  It creates continuity in business with liquidity 
achieved as RMS allows new DebiCheck transactions to be initiated and processed in the early window as 
second priority processing directly after the authorised DebiCheck transactions.

It is important to note that in order to avail of RMS, Users (businesses) have to be registered and 
onboarded onto DebiCheck.  It requires the capability at User level to initiate DebiCheck transactions 
through mandate initiation and transaction submissions.  In the absence of this capability and the 
attempted DebiCheck, beyond 1 May 2021, Users will only be able to collect on new contracts through 
the normal debit order stream (EFT) processing late in the evening.  RMS therefore provides a signi�cant 
incentive to Users to adopt the DebiCheck stream to ensure continuity in early window collections 
through the maturation of the new stream and the associated milestone dates of 1 May 2021 and 31 
October 2021.

Key considerations in the maturation cycle
Although work has progressed at industry level, challenges are still experienced in the maturation cycle. 
Focus on stability remains a priority as well as consumer authorisation and User adoption. 
Notwithstanding the high levels of technical stability achieved, issues are experienced in maturation, and 
industry has developed robust processes and structures through which these are identi�ed, resolved and 
monitored.  This aspect remains a priority focus to industry.

Consumer authorisation of mandates remains a key enabler of the DebiCheck stream.  However, the rate 
of mandate authorisations generally remains low with high levels of outstanding responses.  This is 
attributed to a number of factors including authorisation methods, consumer awareness and education, 
cell number veri�cation and registration at the account holder’s bank, behaviour change and adapting to 
the requirements of authorisation within the required time frames.  A collective e�ort in industry is 
required to bring about understanding and awareness at consumer level to achieve optimal levels of 
authorisation.

Industry remains focused on addressing authorisation variables in the real-time and non-face-to-face as 
well as remote face-to-face industries.  These aspects are included in the initiatives to address channels for 
authorisation.  Given the importance to the User communities, through the PSSF and its business as well 
as technical associate members, industry is continually providing input to the PASA project team.

User adoption and migration of NAEDO transactions increased in recent months with transaction 
volumes �owing.  User adoption is essential in ensuring continued early window collections and 
continuity, and also to avail of RMS as transition mechanism.  The importance of participation and the 
associated learning, adjustment and re�nement of internal business processes need to be highlighted. It 
is in the interest of Users to adopt and allow for internal maturation of the stream, and to avoid 
bottlenecks in onboarding and/or User vetting and a rushed internal process implementation. 

User and consumer awareness and education
The shift in the project’s focus to maturation and adoption underscores the importance of education and 
awareness.  Although industry is providing information and supports education, the most valuable 
knowledge to Users is that of new internal processes required to be implemented as well as adjustment 
and re�nement of existing processes.  Therefore, Users adopting the new stream earlier have the bene�t 
of knowledge and timeous implementation of change. 

During the stage of increased adoption, Users will have to guide consumers on key elements of the new 
DebiCheck stream and what actions to take once prompted to authorise initiated mandates.  To this end, 
a handy toolkit is available to industry at www.pasa.org.  This toolkit highlights the bank channels and 
steps that consumers must take concerning authorisation and also covers frequently asked questions. 



Conclusion
Real Pay has participated closely in the project and has been live with its sponsoring banks, Absa and FNB 
since August 2018.  Our position remains that onboarded Users should continue to initiate DebiCheck 
transactions, and incorporate and re�ne the learning practices in its internal processes.  In addition, 
migration of NAEDO transactions should continue.  Key knowledge of data quality supports internal 
process re�nements and ensures optimal quality and the acceptance of data �les with minimal rejections. 
The majority of our Users already bene�t from this approach with learning incorporated and processes 
re�ned.

We encourage Users to get onboarded without delay.  The bene�ts of onboarding are clear, as set out 
above and make for origination of new contracts to proceed uninterrupted through the maturation and 
adoption stage of DebiCheck.

For further information of the aspects highlighted in the article and/or the bouquet of payments 
solutions o�ered by Real Pay in South and Southern Africa, feel free to contact us on +27 (0)12 347 0729 
or info@realpay.co.za.



“In times like these, everybody 
says that we got to stand together 
and that we will overcome this if 
we band together as one, but it 
means different things to 
different people”

INTERVIEW OF
PETER RAFFERTY

MJ: Thank you for joining us here on Excalibur media, where right now, for the next few moments we are 
going to be talking about the implication of work-from-home across the industry, so naturally, Peter has 
joined us here in the studio.  You've got your �nger on the pulse of this, so welcome, thank you for being 
here with us.  As an industry, how have we coped with this ‘lift and shift’ work-from-home situation?

PR: With mixed success.  The early adopters have jumped right in and they got their sta� out of the o�ce 
and enabled them to work from home.  Computers were replaced by laptops overnight; sta� members 
were enabled to connect to their o�ce networks by VPNs and they went o� and started working from 
home.  The only restriction was decent internet connectivity and Bob's your uncle.  

The slow adaptors had a di�erent type of life.  Several companies simply threw their hands up in the air and 
went into lockdown and tried to wait it out.  And those guys simply did not get the bene�t.  The quick 
adaptor gets the bene�t while the slower adaptor ends up being the man without a plan. 

MJ: So, he who masters technology wins.  Looking at it from your perspective with Excalibur, obviously a 
widely used, signi�cant software platform that you operate and have; what changes did you have to make 
as a result of it?  What amendments needed to come through in a way that you operate?

PR: None at all.  The Excalibur software is a homegrown, web-based software and we are able  to deploy  
into a client's network  or  Excalibur  cloud environment and it enables users to connect to it from 
anywhere, as long as they are authenticated properly, it links through their o�ce network VPNs on to 
Excalibur and they can connect straight to their data.  Phone calls are made through the Excalibur user 
interface which means that those sta� members don't need phone lines at home, all they need is a decent 
internet line and that's it, no changes are required from our side. 

MJ: It's kind of extraordinary when you think about it, nobody knows what the future scenario holds for us. 
Lots of people in the high-tech space, e.g. Twitter said 95% of its users will work from home, while 
Facebook said that 90% of their employees will work from home.  How do you think our industry will 
change as a direct result of the Covid-19 lockdown and the entire pandemic itself?

Mike Jackson Peter Ra�erty 
MD: Future Soft



PR: I think it’s quite simple. This problem is going to reoccur and reoccur … again and again - it’s not a 
once-o� event, and if we were to create a solution for our clients that would cater to one single event like 
this, we would be failing our clients.  So, our vision is to create an environment and the ability to enable our 
clients to move from o�ce work to homework overnight with the least amount of downtime and then 
back in again.  That can only be achieved with decent software, decent services, decent connectivity, and 
proper preparation. 

MJ: So, it could be possible and will probably be possible that the industry will change signi�cantly.  There 
are some real-world infrastructure issues as you say, and some HR issues as well, that go with this change. 
How would you summarise that?

PR: Well, mankind tends to overcomplicate things - and you want to simplify things into �ve points on each 
one of those.  If we look at the infrastructure side, laptops replace computers, get those laptops to connect 
to your o�ce network via VPN or secure connections, get the software to work in an environment where 
you can work from anywhere, end-point security is important because the business needs to control 
end-point security.  You can’t have a sta� member use the equipment without proper end-point security. 
That brings me to the last point: the control of the device must lie in the hands of the business.  It cannot 
lie in the hands of the sta� member.  You can’t let a sta� member use his or her own laptop for these sorts 
of things.  The software must be able to function in this space.  You cannot use software that can only 
function in a closed network environment, you’ve got to be able to get it o�site as well. 

From a human resource point of view, things are slightly di�erent.  In future, I believe that businesses are 
going to appoint people that have got decent internet - it's a question that was never asked before, people 
always ask; do you have a driver's licence?  Or do you smoke?  You never ask if someone has got a good 
decent internet connection at home and this becomes crucial.  How about the availability of a dedicated 
workspace at home?  Sta� members now need to be able to con�rm that they have an area at home where 
they can work and make a professional business call without somebody hearing the dog bark.  It can’t be 
the kitchen counter.  Then you are going to focus more on the responsibility of the person, you would like 
to have a person that can work or has indicated that they can work from home, you would be measuring 
output instead of input.  You’re not measuring hours at work anymore.  You want to see whether the job is 
done.  Then, the last one, is you would have a look at your middle management layer and you would look 
for people that can manage a team without actually being in their presence, so you have this disassociated 
leadership and that's probably the biggest challenge that people have. 

MJ: So, both the hardware and software as well as the human hardware and software is going to be 
relevant on the same level.  Thank you for explaining all of that. Interesting times will come.  The last 
message that I could ask you for, in terms of what you'd like to leave our audience with?

PR: In times like these, everybody says that we have to stand together and that we will overcome this if we 
band together as one, but it means di�erent things to di�erent people.  For the sta� member, it means that 
the employer has got to guarantee his or her salary.  For the client, it means that the business owner has 
got to continue supporting it with software and services without necessarily getting paid for it. 

But what does it mean for the business owner?  The business owner simply wants his operations to 
continue.  He needs to generate as much revenue as he legally can to keep things going and survive.  Now, 
if we get that right, then we have success.  If we don't, then the whole thing goes down the tube. 
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Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, organisations had to adapt to a “new normal” of online operations and 
cloud-based services.  Throughout the lockdown, cybersecurity has become a buzzword because of cyber 
threats coming from all directions.  It has become clear that countries should no longer be asking why 
cybersecurity is important, but how they can ensure that cybersecurity practices are su�cient to protect 
the organisation against sophisticated cyber-attacks. 

Our Pryvicy team has done some research on cybersecurity throughout the last couple of months:

Research on cybersecurity data breaches from reputable organisations such as Fortune and Digital 
Guardian shows us that an average of 75 records are stolen every second across the globe.

According to Digital Guardian’s research, the cost of a single record is $242 (USD).  That is +-R4000 per 
record.  So, to put it into terms of a small SME with an average employee headcount of 250 sta� members. 
If a sta� list was compromised in the organisation alone, that means that the penalties by the government 
enforcing GDPR or POPIA would be around a million rand (R1 000 000) for the 250 records, and that is just 
for a simple sta� list.

To date, the research shows that the average cost of a data breach in South Africa is currently R556 million, 
with South Africa being number 10 on the top 10 list of countries with the most data breaches and the USA 
being number 1 ($8.19M).  The UK is currently sitting at number 6 ($3.8M). 

According to an article in Fortune, 66% of businesses experiencing a data breach may not recover, and 75% 
of those businesses don’t even have a formal cybersecurity response plan in place.

The average cost per record and the average cost per data breach is also con�rmed by Forbes in an article 
dated 2019/07/23.

ARTICLE COMMISSIONED AND SPONSORED BY CPB

PROTECT YOUR 
ORGANISATION



As per the 2017 stats of what happens on the internet every one minute, issued by the World Economic 
Forum, it was reported that 156 million emails are sent every minute; if 1% of that number of emails sent 
contained attachments, then it would mean that there are 2.2 billion emails with attachments being sent 
every day. 

Pryvicy has been built to streamline the security around email communication and targeted explicitly 
towards protecting information and attachments like excel, comma-separated values (CSV), and text �les 
where most common record-based datasets reside, and corporate employees are all too comfortable to 
attach a �le and hit the sent button without a second thought for security.  The concern with this is that the 
liability is placed on the company, the security and the IT sta�.  Pryvicy also requires no end-user training 
and ensures that an audit chain is written for logging and auditing purposes and that it also protects the 
attachments by automatically stripping them out of the email, password protecting and encrypting the 
attachments and then reattaching the protected �le(s).

Key Bene�ts to your organisation:
 All or selected �le extensions have strong password protection and encryption.
 Requires no end-user training.
 Smooth roll-out as it is an attachment to outlook.
 May reduce the size of �les being sent through your exchange which can improve the delivery of 
 email and speed thereof because it may send through a smaller �le post encryption, and save you 
 space.     
 Assists in compliance with GDPR and POPIA regulations.
 Full audit chain where an administrator can log in and see if someone inside the organisation has 
 BCC’d anyone some information, in which case that individual that is in the BCC �eld would not have 
 received the encryption password, so your organisation would remain protected.
 It works o�ine, so if someone is on an airplane and or doesn’t have internet access, then Pryvicy will 
 continue to protect the emails until they go online again.

We are progressively working on feature enhancements to improve the security around your 
communication and �les that are being sent and to provide the best seamless security experience for your 
organisation and sta�.  

Carel Greaves 
Pryvicy 
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More organisations are making the shift to remote working environments for their employees due to the 
current world health crisis.  Those organisations and the personnel responsible for security, infrastructure, 
risk, and governance may need guidance.

The world has never experienced remote work on the scale at which it is being employed presently, and 
for these reasons, the associated cybersecurity risks will be at unprecedented levels.  So, while there are 
many bene�ts for employees working from home, there are also a myriad of cybersecurity dangers that 
organisations cannot a�ord to incur during these times of uncertainty, reduced productivity, and general 
business disruption.

Remote working has a lot of advantages, both for the company and the employees.  In the past years, it 
has become increasingly used by companies as a perk.  During the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown 
challenges, it has become a necessity for companies to continue their business and for employees to 
execute their daily tasks.

The desire for mobility comes from the sense of �exibility, liberty, and self-management it entails, 
especially for those who need to take care of their children and/or have a long commute to reach their 
physical o�ce location.  It also gives a sense of job ownership to the employees, although it often adds a 
“hidden” pressure on them.  For example, remote employees do not want their management to think that 
if they are not delivering as expected it is because working remotely is holding them back; therefore, they 
will work even more than the contractual hours to deliver. 

It is also clear that this modern workforce comes with risk, which can be substantial if not properly 
addressed.

At CPB, we have put together this ‘Work-From-Home’ guide.  The guide serves to protect everyone 
working from home in these perilous times and beyond.  It takes best practice advice and tips from 
various sources and attempts to guide you through these uncertain times.

CHANGING THE WAY WE WORK

Marina Short
CEO: CPB



Why is this guide important?
Enterprises must consider the consequences of working from home in terms of systems access, access to 
internal IT infrastructure, bandwidth costs, and data repatriation.  This means that when your worker 
accesses your data and/or databases remotely, then the risk to that data grows.  While at normal times the 
risk is only between the server, internal network and end user machine, external working adds public 
internet, local networks and consumer-grade security systems to the risk mix.

Why is it important to stay safe online?
- The cybercrimes of today’s world are both incredibly sophisticated and remarkably basic.
- Data breaches can cost companies millions of dollars in losses.
- Your personal information is ‘unique’ and ‘identi�able’.  This can mean anything from a photo to your 
   internet banking or social media passwords.
- Spam emails are annoying and can also be dangerous.
- Hackers are taking advantage of the panic caused by the Covid-19 outbreak.

Your mental health and wellness are important in these times.
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1. Device Security

In this time of social distancing, it is important to evaluate how safe our devices are.  How do we protect 
smartphones, laptops, tabs, computers, etc. from unauthorised access?  Keeping devices safe when 
working from home is important as poor device security practices opens doors to cybersecurity 
challenges.

The �rst so-obvious-it’s-not-obvious tip is to make sure your work devices are physically safe, and that you 
avoid o�ering unauthorised views of con�dential information.  Here are a few ways to shore up physical 
security while working from home:

- If you need to leave your home for supplies or other reasons, make sure your work devices are either shut 
  down or locked — including any mobile phones you might use to check email or make work phone calls.
- If you live with a roommate or young children, be sure to lock your computer even when you step away 
  for just a bit.  Don’t tempt your roommates or family members by leaving your work open.  This is true 
   even for the workplace, so it is imperative when working from home.
- If you can’t carve out a separate workspace in your home, be sure to collect your devices at the end of 
 your workday and store them someplace out of sight.  This will not only keep them from being 
   accidentally opened or stolen but will also help you separate your work life from your home life.
 
Perhaps your o�ce network was so protected that little thought was given to restricting access to servers 
with sensitive data.  Or perhaps you now have to work on your personal laptop—one that you didn’t think 
much about securing before coronavirus upended your life.

Either way, it’s time to start thinking about the ways to guard against unauthorised access. 



If you think cybercriminals (and regular criminals) will be sensitive to global events and refrain from 
attacking remote workers, sadly, you’d be mistaken.  Here are some guidelines for employees:

Enable full device encryption: Encryption is the process of scrambling information or data in such a way 
that makes it illegible to all but the intended recipients of that information.  Among other things, 
encryption helps to keep the content on devices safe and protect against bypassing its password.
 
Below are the 3 major encryption services for devices, and how to implement each one.

NOTE: 
Take special care when implementing these encryption services as it does exactly what it says on the box 
–  it ENCRYPTS your device. If not installed correctly or the encryption password is lost, you are at RISK of  
     not being able to access your device.

PLEASE CHECK WITH YOUR IT DEPARTMENT AND ASK FOR ASSISTANCE IF IN ANY DOUBT!

-  Enable password protection on all your devices.  Make sure to use strong passwords.  Strong passwords 
  are typically between 8-12 characters long and contain a mix of alphabets, numbers, and special 
    characters. 

Password Managers
Under this topic of �le sharing is also the subcategory of the sharing of passwords for applications by 
teams.  A password manager solves the problem of shared passwords while also giving employees 
increased management and security.

Here are some trusted password managers to consider for your teams:

 

- 

-  

Here are some guidelines for employers:
- Implement an acceptable-use policy for devices (this e�ectively sets standards and guidelines for how
  employees may use company devices).

Filevault (Mac) Bitlocker(Windows) Veracrypt(Platform independant)

Ensure that laptops and computers have antivirus installed and updated.  Set antivirus and system 
update to "automatic".  In some cases, it is possible malspam emails that start a ransomware infection 
will use a COVID-19 lure.  While preventing ransomware attacks from being successful is the best 
outcome, being prepared with backups is next best.
Enable lock-screen and biometric security on devices (where applicable).



- 

- 
- 

 
2. Network Security

Working from home means that employees are more responsible for their personal internet connection 
than they are at work.  This poses an issue for companies as the choice of the internet service provider is 
taken out of their hands.

Make sure you have access to your organisation’s cloud infrastructure and can tunnel in through a VPN 
with encryption.  Downtime from an attack is even more detrimental to a remote workforce.  A larger 
remote workforce can even act as an unintentional DDoS attack, simply because more users are trying to 
access services at the same time.  To handle these possibilities, and ensure you are protected against 
DDoS attacks, have increased bandwidth allocations ready, temporarily disable unused services to allow 
for more bandwidth, and discourage your employees from streaming videos, music, or other streaming 
services through the VPN.

Secure your home Wi-Fi with a strong password, in case VPN isn’t an option or if it fails for some reason.
Access to the settings on your home router should be password protected as well.  Be sure to change the 
default password it came with—no 12345, people!

Here are some network security tips to keep in mind:

For employees:
- 

- 

- 

For Employers:
Expand your acceptable-use policy to cover and guide employees on preferred networking 1 devices to 
use while away from work.  This should cover routers and modems, encryption standards, passwords, etc.

- Your router or MiFi device stores the settings for your home Wi-Fi network.  To make the necessary 
   changes, log into your router.  A quick look at the user manual that came with your router will show you 
   how to log into the router.  From there, you can rename your network, modify the password, adjust the 
   security level (“WPA2+AES”) and set up the network range to your preferred radius. 

Ensure all work devices are registered and logged.  In the event of a theft, details can be provided to law 
enforcement.
Sta� should use only company-approved USB devices.
Designate how and where an employee can store sensitive information.  Use hard drive encryption on 
work laptops or external hard drives.

Secure your home router or MiFi devices: The important considerations here are the encryption 
standard (security level) of the router (is it “WPA” “WPA+TKIP” or “WPA2+AES”?) and the password 
strength of the router/MiFi devices.  Routers with the encryption standard of “WPA2+AES” are 
recommended.  Since every router has a default password, it is recommended that this default 
password be changed.  To change the password, go to settings on the router.  
To access router settings, see the steps in the box on the next page.
(For more on creating secure passwords, refer to the section on Device Security)
Limit network range or radius: Individuals who operate their home network should ensure that the 
network radius is limited to the area of use.  Networks visible/accessible outside the home network 
radius can be a strong target for hackers, who can position themselves around long enough to get into 
 the network.  The network radius can be adjusted appropriately in the network settings on each router.
Employees should look up printer security for their printer model to ensure the security of the device 
and network connection.  If printing, use an appropriate shredder based on company best practices.



Here’s how to do it: while connected to your router, launch your internet browser application, enter the IP 
address stated in the user manual (usually something like this: 196.168.1.1)
- 
- 
- 
- 

- 

- 
 
3. Email and File-sharing 

Although the choice of email service providers is endless, the security challenges with emails (especially 
with the increasing number of people working from home) are fundamentally the same.
We have highlighted some of the most common challenges below:

Password Hijacking
This is a process where an attacker steals the email login credentials of an employee.  This can be done in 
many ways such as using a password-cracking tool, dumping a database, redirecting a user to a malicious 
website that looks too legitimate, looking over the shoulder of a user as he or she types their password, 
using a keylogger that records a user’s keystrokes as they type in their passwords, etc.
The solutions to preventing email compromise are simple:

Change/Use Strong Passwords 
Employees should use strong passwords as already mentioned in this guide.  We also recommend that 
passwords be changed monthly. Changing passwords ensures that if your credentials have been 
compromised on another platform (e.g. LinkedIn), your email remains safe.  Typically, when a database is 
compromised in a data breach, users’ information and credentials are sold for next to nothing on the dark 
web.  Employees should also ensure they use strong passwords. 

It might have been necessary to make services available to employees remotely, without the time to 
secure accounts through multi-factor authentication (MFA).  Along with securing accounts with MFA, 
employees should make sure all passwords are secure, and should never reuse passwords on di�erent 
accounts.

- Employees can check if their emails have been compromised in a data breach by visiting:
   https://haveibeenpwned.com/). 
- Employers can mandate that employees change their password every month by implementing the 
  feature that prompts users to change passwords on a given date.  This policy setting determines when 
  users are warned that their passwords are about to expire.  This warning gives users time to select a 
   strong password before their current password expires to avoid losing system access.
 
Avoid Logging into your Work Email from “Unknown” Computers 
Computers and devices not owned by employees (or the company) are unknown computers, as the 
software and programs running on them are not completely known to the employee and as such should 
not be used to login to work emails.  (Employers should include this in their general or email policy).
Understanding Phishing Scams.  Phishing scams target unsuspecting users with legitimate-looking o�ers 
or propositions aimed at deceiving them into giving out information they should not give out.

Content Sni�ng
Hackers can eavesdrop on content passing through a network, allowing them access to credit card 
information, login credentials (usernames, passwords, phone numbers, etc) and even �les shared.

A login window appears. 
Login with the default credentials (stated in the user manual, usually “admin” or “user”).
Go to the menu (usually a side bar or a top bar) select “Settings”.
In “Settings”, several options listed allow you to either rename your network, modify the router 
password, adjust the security level (“WPA2+AES”) and set up the network range to your preferred radius.
To adjust the network range fornstance, select “Network Setting”, look for “Transmit Power” or “TX 
Power”.
Adjust between “1” to “23”. “1” being the least distance and “23” being the longest distance range. 



Content sni�ng is common when users connect to insecure or public networks (refer to Network Security 
above for more).

Employees can protect themselves from this type of attack by:
Connecting Only to Trusted Networks 
Working from home means that employees will work with whatever available network.  This includes 
home network and public networks, and both come with di�erent types of risks.  Employees, especially 
those who work on sensitive materials or documents, should only connect to networks that have been 
tested to be secure (this eliminates using public networks altogether). 

Email Encryption 
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a program that encrypts emails and renders them unreadable and unusable 
to third parties or unauthorized entities.  Before now, this was a service used by organisations dealing 
with high-end classi�ed information.  However, with the risks posed by remote work, it has become 
essential for employees that handle sensitive data whilst working from home.  CPB recommends Pryvicy 
as an encryption tool.

Using VPNs 
VPNs or Virtual Private Networks are essential for anyone working remotely - especially if you will be using 
a public Wi-Fi network (like those found in hotels or cafes).  A VPN “tunnels” or protects your connection to 
the internet and ensures that attackers monitoring a network can’t access your data or communication.

Employers should look at investing in VPN solutions for sta�.  This is essential as it does not leave the 
decision and choice of what VPN to use solely in the hands of employees.  Also, having a single choice of 
VPN for all employees means that it is easier to troubleshoot and have a uniform experience for all sta�.

Using Secure Browsers 
Using the correct browser is vital for email (and communication) security.
Avoid websites with HTTP and not HTTPS: Websites without a security certi�cate will display a “Not 
Secure” notice in the URL address bar.  Such websites should either be completely avoided by employees, 
or they must avoid entering any vital information on such websites (such as usernames, passwords, credit 
card numbers).

 

Phishing
This is the fraudulent practice of sending emails claiming to be from a reputable or trusted source to 
induce individuals to carry out an action intended by the hacker or perpetrator.  Phishing can be 
employed as a technique by hackers to compromise email addresses, steal login credentials and even 
eavesdrop on important conversations or exchanges.

Be cautious when opening emails about Covid-19, especially those from outside the organisation.  They 
should exercise caution when entering credentials into a website, linked from an email, text message, or 
social media account, or when downloading attachments.



File Sharing
In these times, it is more important than ever to share �les securely.  Below is a list of secure �le sharing 
platforms and tools to use for sensitive data/information:

 

 
4. Video Conferencing & Instant Messaging

Videoconferencing
Before Covid-19, videoconferencing was an important part of daily work for the average organisation. 
Communicating with partners, funders, clients, and even teams across di�erent locations have all been 
made possible because of teleconferencing solutions.  Tele – or video conferencing platforms will, 
however, now face the biggest tests (of stability, bandwidth, and security) ever, owing to the increased 
number of people who will now depend on these platforms for business continuity.  The biggest threats 
of using videoconferencing platforms are eavesdropping and privacy concerns. Platforms without 
end-to-end encryption pose the most risks, while others have been notorious for storing (and sharing) 
users’ call logs.  Below is a recommended list of video conferencing solutions to consider for your business 
at this time.

Instant Messaging
Instant messaging services are key to the success of remote work.  However, since a lot of important
communication will be taking place over emails and instant messaging platforms, it is important to 
choose a secure and stable option as these platforms will increasingly become targets for hackers.

5. Build a Security Culture

The digital security and resilience of the average organisation at this time will depend on its security 
culture and the awareness of its employees.  Just as one case of the Coronavirus can bring an entire city 
to its knees if the patient fails to adhere to basic health and safety protocols (like isolation), a single 
employee can cause serious damage to an organisation security-wise.  This has always been true, but it is 
even truer in these times as employees switch to remote work.  Whereas an IT Administrator can con�gure 
�rewall rules to block malicious inbound tra�c into a company’s network and minimize an employee’s 
negligence, this is not the case when di�erent employees are working from di�erent points.

Organisations without an existing culture or value system on security will su�er.  However, it is never too 
late to start building out and implementing one, even if you have sent your workers home already.



Here are the top 5 elements that should exist in every organisation’s security culture:

A Low Power Distance Index
Here is a very simple way to look at the Power Distance Index in terms of security. 

Felicity, a 3-month-old associate in the Accounting department has just received an irregular email from 
the CEO asking for the QuickBooks login to quickly verify transfers to a partner.  The email looks 
legitimate, but Felicity is not too comfortable with the request.  Felicity is at home and the Head of 
Accounts is unavailable and unreachable. 

What is Felicity’s course of action?  Does she just send the details because she is unable to question the 
legitimacy of the sender?  Or does she wait until she can con�rm from the Head of Accounts knowing that 
the delay will not re�ect badly on her job?

Think about how Felicity would react in your organisation. The Power Distance Index (PDI) of any 
organisation is re�ected in how employees respond to the opinions and requests of higher-ranked or 
C-suite sta� especially when they have a di�erent idea or opinion.  Individuals have di�erent personalities 
and di�erent levels of con�dence, but an organisation that is digital security-conscious will encourage a 
low PDI that encourages employees to challenge irregularities.

High Level of Individual Responsibility
Digital Security is everybody’s problem, from the people at the front desk to the people in non-�nancial 
positions.  Employees should be groomed to understand their value as part of the organisation, and with 
that value comes a responsibility to protect the organisation. This means looking out for the next 
employee, protecting one’s own space, and pointing out anomalies where they appear.

Technology Use
This speaks to the responsible use of technology in an organisation.  Organisations should develop an 
overarching policy that includes but is not limited to the use of emails, passwords and authentication, 
computers, phones, �le-sharing, network, etc.  While the consequences of misuse should not be the focus 
of the policy, it should set the tone for the consequences of misuse or non compliance.

Investment and Leadership
How top management view, prepare for, and respond to digital security needs is a great determinant of 
the success of the security culture in an organisation.  Security is not cheap, but instead of seeing it as an 
expense, business heads should see security as an investment.  The average cost of a data breach far 
outweighs the cost of forestalling its occurrence.  In these times of remote work, leaders should be willing 
to invest to protect employees working from home.

Communication and Reporting
Sta� should be encouraged to report incidents immediately when they notice them and should be 
trained on an Isolate and Report (IR) protocol in this regard.  It is important that employees are not made 
to fear any repercussions for reporting or shy away from the responsibility as hackers and malicious 
entities only need one unprotected system or negligent employee to cripple a business.

6. Data Classi�cation and Data Loss Prevention
 
Data Classi�cation
The classi�cation of data helps determine what baseline security controls are appropriate for 
safeguarding that data.  All data in the organization should be classi�ed into categories.  We have devised 
a sample classi�cation below to aid you in that classi�cation.



Con�dential or Classi�ed Data
Data should be classi�ed as ‘Con�dential’ when the unauthorized disclosure, alteration or destruction of 
that data could cause a signi�cant level of risk to the company or its a�liates.  Examples of con�dential 
data include login passwords (accounting software, server, password manager, etc.), employee personal 
data, payroll, health data, business agreements, etc.
Internal Data
Data should be classi�ed as ‘Internal’ when the unauthorized disclosure, alteration or destruction of that 
data could result in a moderate level of risk.  A reasonable level of security controls should be applied to 
internal data.
Public Data
Data should be classi�ed as ‘Public’ when the unauthorized disclosure, alteration or destruction of that 
data would result in little or no risk to the organisation.  Examples of public data include press releases, 
workbooks.  While little or no controls are required to protect the con�dentiality of public data, some level 
of control is required to prevent unauthorized modi�cation or destruction of some of it.

Table based on: Carnegie Mellon University 
https://www.cmu.edu/iso/governance/guidelines/data-classi�cation.html. 

Once the data in an organisation has been classi�ed it becomes easier to see who should have access to 
what.  This is important for remote work as restricting information to only necessary parties minimise the 
potential for a breach.

6. Data Loss Prevention
Organisations today are subject to either one or more data protection laws.  These laws can range from 
The Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA) to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).  
The protection of personal information is at the heart of compliance to these laws.

A survey by the Ponemon Institute revealed that the top 3 causes of data breaches are:
- Missing devices (42%)
- Negligent employees (16%), and
- Negligent third parties (10%)

With employees working from home, the risks of data breaches are signi�cantly higher as very minimal 
control can be enforced by organisations (for instance, choosing and con�guring network service tools) 
for the protection of sensitive data.  Enter Data Loss Prevention also known as DLP.  Data Loss Prevention 
is a security strategy (aided by a series of processes and software) aimed at preventing the conscious or 
accidental access, use/misuse, leakage or ex�ltration of sensitive data.

It follows rightly classifying data (as Con�dential, Internal or Public) and identifying which data sets need 
the most protection or safeguarding and includes the assigning of roles or privileges to speci�c 
individuals within the organization (like editing, copying, transfer, downloading, etc.) so that access and 
misuse of data is minimized.  Here are a few DLP solutions organisastions can implement:

              
            Data Loss prevention       Total Protection   Loss Prevention
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A TRIBUTE TO THE LATE
CHRISTOPHER GUY HARRADINE

Christopher Guy Harradine was well respected 
and admired, both professionally and 
personally.  Sadly Guy, as he was called by 
those that knew him, passed away on 10 July 
2020.

Guy had a positive impact on all of those who 
met him.  He was always held in the highest 
esteem and respected by colleagues and 
clients.  Guy will be fondly remembered for his 
charisma, humility, and his sense of humour. 
He loved and lived for his family and was a very 
proud brother, husband, and father. He is 
survived by his loving wife, Noreen, and his 
two daughters, Bentley and Cara. 

Guy grew up in Port Elizabeth and was proud 
of his heritage including his schooling at Grey 
High School.  Guy was a practising attorney, 
having attained his B.Proc law degree 
from the University of Port Elizabeth and 
attended the Law School at University 
of Pretoria.  He also completed the Executive 
Development Program (EDP) at the University 
of Stellenbosch Business School in 2013.

His experience, expertise, and work ethic led to him successfully mastering various roles within the MBD 
and TCR groups, where he served in executive roles and was respected as a true leader.  Guy was a 
prominent �gure in the debt collections and credit industry, including at professional associations such as 
SACRRA and ADRA.   He was also passionate about developing people.  Guy mentored and trained young 
aspiring attorneys and managers at MBD as well as at LEAD law school.  Guy worked with passion,
integrity and energy.  Since the news of his untimely passing broke, we have received an outpour of 
messages from colleagues, industry peers, and friends, a�rming how he will be dearly missed.

Guy was an accomplished swimmer and excelled at underwater hockey and long-distance swimming.  He 
was a provincial and SA swimmer at school and participated in the SA Masters underwater hockey 
championship in Manchester, England.  He was also a Coach for the Underwater Hockey Federation and 
achieved a Northern Gauteng accreditation for Underwater Hockey.  Guy successfully completed Iron 
Man challenges as well as four Freedom Day swim crossings from Robben Island to Bloubergstrand. 

Guy was a true giant of a gentleman, and will remain so in memory.  He will be sorely missed. His legacy 
will live on and be cherished in the hearts and minds of those who had the pleasure of knowing him. 

VALUED COLLEAGUE, TRUSTED FRIEND & BELOVED FAMILY MAN



THE CURRENT PANDEMIC
COPING WITH STRESS DURING 

Take a moment to pause, breathe and re�ect.  

How are you really coping during Covid-19?

We are living in unprecedented times, and many of us are experiencing stress in ways we never have 
before.  We are concerned about our health, family well-being, schooling, childcare and �nances along 
with the country’s current economic welfare.  Public health actions, such as social distancing can make 
us feel isolated and lonely and can increase stress and anxiety.  However, these actions are necessary to 
reduce the spread of Covid-19.  

Feeling emotional and nervous, or having trouble sleeping and eating, can all be normal reactions to 
stress.  Coping with stress in healthy ways will not only strengthen you and the people you care about, 
but also your community.

Here are some healthy ways you can deal with stress:

Take care of yourself
- Eat healthily by focusing on a 
   well-balanced diet. 
- Exercise regularly.
- Get plenty of sleep

Avoid dealing with stress through 
selfdestructive behaviours such as 
over-eating, inappropriate relationships 
and over-engagement with social media.  
Drugs and alcohol may temporarily relieve 
stress, but they can create additional 
problems, compromising your immunity 
and increasing the stress you are already 
feeling, especially in the long run.

Take a break 
If news events are causing you stress, 
take time out from listening to the 
news.  Guard your mind because your 
input predicts your output and it 
should encourage positive thinking. 
Intentional moments of calm can be 
restorative (see apps such as 
Headspace).

Build happy moments
Humour is an e�ective coping 
mechanism when dealing with stress. 
Focus on things that bring you joy and 
that make you laugh. 

Most importantly, recognise when you need more help.  If you are having suicidal thoughts, call the 
South African Depression and Anxiety Group (SADAG) Suicide Crisis Line on 0800 567 567.  SADAG 
also o�er a range of free resources on their website www.sadag.org.  If you are strong enough to 
recognise that you are struggling, be brave and seek support.  For more information, 
email info@debmungavin.com 

Connect with others
Share your thoughts and problems, 
especially how you are feeling and coping 
with friends, colleagues or a manager. If 
you hear of a colleague struggling, 
approach them or their manager to ensure 
they get the help they need.

Focus your time and energy
Pay attention to what you can control in a 
situation and not on what you cannot 
control.  Ask yourself “Who do I want to be 
during Covid-19?” 

Deb Mun-Gavin

“Feeling emotional and nervous, or having trouble sleeping and eating, can all be 
normal reactions to stress.  Coping with stress in healthy ways will not only strengthen 

you and the people you care about, but also your community.”

Deb Mun-Gavin
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